SCREEN PRINTER’S SUPPLIES

Manufacturing Quality Products For More Than 60 Years

> Coast-to-coast availability through authorized distributors
> Off-the-shelf solutions for plant maintenance & production problems
> Industrial adhesives, lubricants, maintenance chemicals & mold releases
> Private labeling for Camie® or custom formulas

800-325-9572 www.camie.com
375 SCREEN PRINTERS’ FLASH CURE SPRAY ADHESIVE
• Holds most textile products, including fleece garments
• A clear mist spray particularly suited for the rapid heat cycles encountered in the “Flash” process
CAMIE 375B AVAILABLE AS BULK ADHESIVE

380 SCREEN PRINTERS’ ADHESIVE
• Specifically designed for the textile screen printer to offer a true pressure-sensitive adhesive that does not stain yet offers a quick tack
• Remains pressure-sensitive for extended periods of time
CAMIE 380B AVAILABLE AS BULK ADHESIVE

385 WEBBING SCREEN PRINTERS’ ADHESIVE
• Clear, pressure-sensitive webbing adhesive
• Won’t wrinkle the work while in use
• Specifically designed for fleece and other high density garments

480 SCREEN OPENER
• Instantaneously cleans plugged screens
• Works fast
• Effectively reduces down time
• Speeds production

999 DRY SILICONE
• 4%, dry, low odor, multipurpose lubricant
• Spray on the underside of screens to prevent them from sticking to the fabric during the printing process
• NSF H2 Lubricant

275 SHELBY - SCREEN PRINTERS FLASH CURE ADHESIVE
• Clear mist spray
• Can be used by the textile screen printer who is using a flash cure technique on the ink
• Holds most textile products, including fleece garments and is a clear mist spray particularly suited for the rapid heat cycles in the flash cure process

20/20 GLASS CLEANER
• Highly concentrated, effective for all light-duty cleaning on surfaces not affected by water, including glass, metal, plastic, paint, etc.
• Does not contain ammonia
• Foaming action cleans quickly and efficiently for almost all applications

22/80 CITRUS CLEANER
• Especially useful for removal of adhesive overspray and to clean pallets of old adhesive
• Can be used safely on most substrates
• Leaves no residue

22/90 HEAVY DUTY DEGREASER
• Developed and recommended for heavy-duty degreasing
• Useful on machinery and for degreasing metal parts in the manufacturing process
• Fast Evaporating
• Leaves no Residue

Private label formulations are an extensive part of our business. We address every aspect of research and development, production, quality control, packaging and labeling to ensure regulatory compliance. Our goal is customer satisfaction. Please contact us for consultation or quotation.

All sales are strictly limited to the terms and conditions found on Camie-Campbell, Inc.’s acknowledgment, including a limited warranty and limitations on Camie-Campbell, Inc.’s liabilities and buyer’s remedies.

All orders are subject to acceptance by Camie-Campbell, Inc. at its executive offices currently located at 1005 S. Westgate Ave., Addison, IL 60101. Write or call 800-325-9572 for current pricing, terms and conditions of sale and the name of your local distributor.

Certain Camie-Campbell aerosol and bulk adhesives are not recommended for unsupported vinyl. Certain plastic and elastomeric substrates can exhibit bond failure due to plasticizer migration. Combinations of high temperature and humidity can promote bond failure.

Many Camie-Campbell products are available in bulk containers. Call for further information.

All aerosol products are packaged and priced 12 cans per case.

Camie-Campbell, Inc. is environmentally conscious and prides itself in being at the forefront of compliance with current governmental regulatory guidelines. Our concern for the environment and worker safety is our highest priority.